Smart Kit ™ Pre-Spray System Installation and Use Guide
Part Number: 8020280

BEFORE

AFTER
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Kit consists of:
1. Gun
2. Pre-spray Hose
3. Chemical dispensing system
4. Chemical box bracket and hardware
5. Hose holder mounting bracket and hardware
6. Hose holder
7. Low Moisture Jets for wand and hand tool
Tools Needed
1. Rivet gun*
2. 10mm Socket or Wrench
3. Long shank Philips
Screwdriver
4. Electric or Cordless Drill*
5. 5mm Allen Wrench
6. 1/8” Drill Bit*
* = If your machine does not have the bracket
shown in the next picture.

Mounting Bracket hardware consists of:
1. One bracket
2. Two Rivets
3. Two Washers

Required: Chemical Dispensing system and the
Chemical box bracket.
Attach chemical box bracket to chemical
dispensing system
with 5mm Allen bolts and 10mm nuts as shown
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Remove two screws (top right and bottom right)
from machine plate as shown.

Attach chemical mounting bracket as shown with
longer screws and washers provided with kit
hardware

**IF NEEDED
On left side of top tank, use mounting bracket as a
template drill through the tank.

With rivets and washers provided, insert rivet into
bracket/tank.
Hold washer on inside of the tank, ensuring it is held
tightly against the tank.
Using rivet gun install rivet and make sure rivet grabs
washer tightly against the tank.
**washer prevents rivets from coming loose**
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Bracket hardware securely fastened to top left
hand side of the tank.

Hose holder hardware
1. Bracket
2. Three screws
3. Flat washer
4. bolt
5. Grey holder
Place threaded washer inside grey holder as
shown

Grey bracket holder mounted using three
Philips screws provided.
Tighten grey bracket facing away from
machine.

Mounting bracket and Hose holder installed on
top left hand side of machine
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With hose holder and 10mm bolt provided, attach as
shown to the left.

Using pre-spray mode:
1. Turn valve towards “pre-spray”
2. Begin pre-spraying and adjust spray pattern as
desired

Using with the spray bar:
For restorative cleaning turn the valve to the
position.
For Maintenance cleaning turn the valve to the
position.

Jets provided with Smart Kit ™
3 green – For 3 jet wand, low moisture
1 yellow – For plastic hand tool, low moisture
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Low moisture spray bar (Sold Separately)
Part Number : 8020285

Full bracket kit (Sold Separately)
Part Number: 8020283
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